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A COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT FOR HIGH-SPEED FREE-MOLECULE FLOW ‘

By JACKSONR. STALDEE,Gum GOODWIN,and hhrtcm O. CBEA~BB

SUMMARY

.4 compariwn i~ made of free+naleouk-$ow th~oru uitli the
results of-wind-tunnel te8t8~&fortned to dekmine th; drag and
temperature-rim characteri&”c8of a tiwmw’erw?m“mularylinder.

W model cmwieted of a 0.00314nciLdianwter cylinder
constructedof butt-we~dediron and mnstomtiznm“re8. .l%mpera-
tures were meakqred at the center and both ends of the model.
The oylinder U*Wteeted under oonditiom where the Knud8en
number of the j?ow (ratio of mean-fiee+nolecu[ar path to
oylinder radius) w-ied between 4 and 186. lle molecular
sgeed rmh”o(ratio of 8tream 8peed to the moat probaii[emoleoula.r
speed) varied from 0.6 to 4!.3. In temne of wnzentional j?ow
parametem, these te%tc0ndition8 correspond to a Mach number
ranga jrom 0.66 to Z.76 and a Reynolds number range from
0.006to 0.90.

T7iemeaaured raJue8of the cylinder center-point temperature
cmq%ned the salient point of the heat-tran8fer anal@8 which
wae the prediction that an insulated oylinder would attain a
temperature h~her than the 8tagnativn temperature of the
8tream.

Goodagreement wim obtained between the theoretical and the
experimental raluea for the drag coejikient. A8 predicted,
theoretically, the drag coe.@ient uw independent of Knudsen
(or Reynold8 number) rariation and depended primarily upon
the motecu[ar+peedratio.

INTRODUCTION

The various phenomena connected with the high-spead
flows of rarefied gases have recently been the subject of
sewd analytic investigations (refermces 1, 2, 3, and 4).
Interest in this phase of aerodynamics and thermodxcs
has been aroused primarily because of the necmsi~ of
being able to compute forces on and heat trmafer to missiles
which may fly at great altitudes at I@h speed. In another
analytic exploration of this field, simplified concepts of
aerodynwnic and thermodynamic phenomena occurring
at high altitudes have been used by WhippIe (reference 5)
iu m investigation of the properties of the upper atmosphere
by mesas of measurements of the brightiesa and deceleration
of meteom.

Experirmmtal work in the field of high-speed rtied gas
flows has been practically nonexistent up to this point. The
pioneer work of Epstein (reference 6) on the drag of spheras

.<

in a rarefied gas was concerned only with very Iow+peed
motions. Consequently, the purpose of the present in-
vestigation was twofold: (1) to obtain experimental data
that could be compared with tie predictions of an analytic
treatment of aerodynamic and thermodymunk prooeas~
occurring at ~ery high altitudes; and (2) as a means to this
end, to develop a wind-tunnel and reIated instrumentation ...__
that wouId permit testing of models under simulated ccmdi-
tions of high-ahitude high-speed flight. 1% connection .
with the second objectiv~the de-relopment of a wind
tumd and instrumentation-it ahouId be pointed out that
a Iovrdensity wind tunnel ia being developed concurrently
at the Unimrsity of California and the authors wish to
ackuorledge the aeaietxmce they have received flom. the
reports issued by this group, as well m tie stimulus received __
&m conversations with the t3niversity of Ctkliforniaperaon-
neI.

‘Attheb eg%ming of the qerimental work, it was decided _
that the initiaI modeI tests in the Iowdensity wind tunnel
should be cotied to the free-molecule-flow regime despite
the fact that this regime is probably of less technical im-
portance than the slip-flow and intermediate regimes. This
decision was reached bemuse the free-molecule regime ia ,
susceptible to analysis; -whereasthe slip-flow aud internie-
diate regimes have not yet been adequately trea~ed (cf., -
reference ~). k view of the many uncertriintieaconnected -_
with the development of entirely new typ= of wind-tunnel_ _
instrumentation, it was thought to be essentiaI to test in a
field where the experimental work could be @ided by a ‘“-–
theoretical background.

The eeIection of the test body was governed both by the
——

requirement that free-molecule flow be obtained and by the -”
practical considerations a~m from tumnelsize and iustru-
ment-ation. The former condition required that the signi6-
umt body dimension be smalI compered to the mean-free-
molectiar path.

A cylinder with axis perpendicuIa.r to the strem was
chosen as the body which most nearly fdfdled the require-
m~ti of t,hetest. The radius of the cylinder could be made .U
end oompa.red with the mean-free path. k addition,
since it was desired to merwureboth aerodynamic forces md
body temperature, the cylinder had the virtue of being
doubly symmetrical so that only drag force had to be
measured. The problem of temperature measurement oould

~Su~es \-ACATN2’24+“A(hnperfsmof Theory snd Experiment fw EUgh-Sred -Molecule _Fto#’ by Jaclson R. Ste.Ider, Glen Goodwh& and Marcus O. Creager, 198).
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be solved by constructing the model from dissimilar rneth
so that the model itself formed a thermocouple.

The present investigation is a first step toward an attempt
to gain an understanding of the comparatively new aDd
unexplored field of high-speed lowdensity flows. The ex-
periments reported herein were made to provide a comparison
with same important results of free-molecule-flow theory
and to facilitate the solution of probIems connected with the
design, operation , and instrumentation of a Iow-density
wind tunnel. The teste were conducted in the Ames Iow-
density wind tunnel.

NOTATION
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surface area, square feet

components of total veIocity, feet per second

‘ total drag coefficient, dimension.ks
impinging drag coefficient, dimensionless
re-emiwion drag coefficient, dimensionless
tdal drag force, pounds
rate of incident molecuhir energy, foot-pounds per

second
rate of re-emitted molecular energy, foot-pounds per

second
rotational energy, foot-pounds per molecule
rata of incident translational molecular ene~y on

front side of body, foot-pounds per second
dimensionless function of ~ defined by f(s) =2,

()(8’+3)+2, 8’+;

dimensionless function of 8 de6ned by Y(s) =2,

dimensionless function of L?defined by g(g) =3
(z,+Z*)

dimensionless function of s defined by g“(g) =2
(21+2s)

normal force, pounds
modfied Bessal function of first kind and zero order
modified Bessel function of first kind and first order
mechanical equivalent of heat, 778 foot-pounds per

Btu
Boltzmann constant, 5.66X10-24 foot-pounds per

‘F per molecule
Knudsen number (ratio of mean-free-molecular path

tc cyIinder radius), dimensionIesa

direction cosines, dimensionless

length, feet
mass of one molecule, slugs
Mach number, dimensionless
number of molecules striking body, molecules per

square foot, second
numbm of molecules per unit volume of gM
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x
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erj(a)

free-stream static pressure, pounda per square foob
cylinder radius, feet
universal gas constant, 1544 foot-pounds pcr poumh

mole, ‘F absolute
molecuhm-speedratio (ratio of stream mass vclocity

to most probable molecular speed), dimensionless
free-stream static temperature, ‘F absoluto
tunnel stagnation temperature, ‘F absolute
cylinder temperature, ‘F absolute
surface temperature, ‘F absolute
teskection wall temperature, “F absolute
mass velocity, feet per seccnd

components of mass velocity, feet per second

re-emission velocity, feet pm second
most probable molecular speed, feet pm second
molecular weight, pounds per pound-molo

Clmtesiancoordinates

dimensionless function of g defined by Zl =Te-”ja
1, (8’/2)

dimmsiordess function of s defiued by
~=~~te-~’ia [1~(.#/2)+11(~/2)1

accommodation coefficient, dimensionlcaa
reciprocal of most probabIc molecular speed, sec-

onds per foot
.gamma function
ratio of specific heats, dimensionless
emissivity, dimensionless
angle of body element with respect to free stream,

radians
density of free stream, slugs per cubic foot
Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 3.74x 10-10foot-pounds

per square foot, ‘P

dimensionlessgroup defined by

~+3&-— 8 sin L9[1+erj (s sin 6’)]esgs~ad
$=1+ <

1+ +7 8 sin O[l+erj(8 sin d)]e’*a~n*@

dimensionless group defined by
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—— 8 sin 0[1—erj (8 sin 6’)]e@@@

#’=1+ 2
l—fi8 sin 8[1—e~ (8 sin $] e~zshae- ‘

dimensionlessgroup defined by

dimensionlessgroup defined by
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ANAIiYSIS

The generaI problem of the dculation of aerodynamic
forces &d heat transfer to a body in a tie-molecuh+lovi
fieId is amenabIe to solution by application of the simpler
concepts of the kinetic theory of gases. The simplhicdion
arises from the assumption that the motions of moIecuIes
that strike the body me in no -wayaffected by coIIisiom with
moIecuIes that have struck the body and have returned to
the main stkeam of gas. This basic postuIate dews the
molecular motions of the oncoming stream to be treated as
having the classical >kcwel%n velocity distribution super-
imposed on a uniform mass velocity. Hence, the severe
complication of deaIing with a nonuniform-gas is avoided.
Of course, this assumption does not imply that. returning
mo~eculee do not collide with oncoming molecties since
collisions do occur, on the average, at a distance born the
body equal to one mean bee path. However, if this mean
free-path length is h.rge.compared with the body dimensions,
it can be seen from geometrical considerations that the
probability is small that the impinging molecules that do
collide with returning molecules will sirihe the body without
fit hawing had their original >laxwellisn velocity restored
by coIliaione with other impinging molecules. It would
seem probabk, also, that a high vahe of mass velocity com-
pared with the random therrmd velocity of the gas would
favor fre~molecule flow because the m-emitted molecties
would tend to be swept aIong wit-hthe stieam away from the
zone of intluence of the body.

k general, the mechanism of energy and momentum
transfer for free-molecule flow are inseparable. k effect,
this means that the drag on a body is tiected by the surface,
temperature of the body. This state of d%irs arisesbecause
of the fact that a portion of the momentum imparted to the
body is due to the emission of molecules from t-hesurface
and the &eIocity of tilon depends upon the temperature
of the body. This phenomenon wilI be discussed in detail
later.

Because of the assumption that.the motions of the oncom-
ing and ra-emitted moIecules can be treated independently,
the computation of the drag on and heat transfer to a
cylinder can be broken down into separate parts-the part
due to impact by impinging molecules and a part due to
re-emiwion of the molecules from the surface. By the use
of this basic principle, it ia poseibIe to ca-IcuIatethe drag
and heatA.ransfer characteristics of a transverse cylinder
in a free-moIecuIe-flow field.

HEAT TB~SFEETOA TRANSVERSE CYIJNDEJ3 IN A FBEEJKOLECUL=
FLOWETELD

The calculation of the he@-trarwfer or energy-exchange
process between the cylinder and the gas is made by using
the basic method described in reference 4. The general equa-
tions of reference 4 are expressed in Cartesian coordinate
form and can be summarized as follows:

The trandatiomd molecular energy rncident upon the
front side of an elemental pIane area cIA incIined at an angle
o with respect to the stream mass veIoc.ity U is, for a
monatomic gas,

213687—534s

dE,=n
(

~+$kT)dA (1)

where n, the number of mo~ecub striking unit surface area
per second, is given by

i’??).
‘= 2+? x

(2)

For the rear side of the elemental area, simihr espressione _
apply.

, mm ,
‘=24%X

(3)

(4)

The total molecukw energy incident upon the front and
rear sides of dA is, for a monatanic gas, given by eq~tione
(1) and (3), respectively, since only trandationd energies
are invoIved. However, for a diatomic gas, the expression
for the incident energy contains an “additional term due to
the rotational component of the molecuhm interred energy,
and this component must be added to the hanslational corn- _
pon@?nt. The rotational energy per molecuIe of a gas com-
posed of rigid dumbbell molecules is

ER=kT (5) -

Then, the total incident moIecular energy on the front
side of dA is, for a diatomic gas, given by the follofig _
exprewiom .

dE,=dE,+nE&.4=m
[ 1
~w+(#+W’ dA (6)

and, for the rear side of dA,

dE{=dE:+n’EndA=n’
[

m Z72
I

~+(#’+l)kT dA (7)

The method of calculation of the energy transported from
the elemental =ea by r-emitted mokcuke is shown in ap-
pendix A. The result darived therein can be applied to the
calculation of the energy transport by a monatomic gas from
the front side of the mea by combining equations (Al) and
(A12) to field

dE,=dE,(l–a)+2cikTcdA (8)

and, for the energy transport by a &atomic gas, as

dEr=(dE,+nkTdA)(l –a)+3rrnkTcdA (9)

Parallel equations can be written for the rear side of the
area, dA.

The net radiant energy exchange is (assuming gray-body
radiation)

●U(TG4—T~4)dA (lo)

where Tt is the tiective temperature of the surroundings to
which the area dA is radiating. This expression implies
that the body of which dA is a part-is small in comparison
with the surrounding vohnne.

The probIemtnow becomes one of applying the foregoing
equations, which were derived for a pIa-nemea placed at an _
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arbitrary angle with respect to the stream, to a specific
body-in this case a cylinder with axis perpendicular to the
stream velociby. For a cylinder of length ~, the ekmenta.1
area may be written as I

dA=rLd@ (11)

Then, if internal energy input to the cylinder per unit mm
is denoted as Q (in the usuaI experimenhd arrangcmcn~ this
-would be electrical energy), an equation can be written
which expresses an energy baIance on the cylinder. For a
monatomic gas, the energy-baIancc equation is

(12)
For a diatonic gas, a similar equation: applies

2arL { f’2fl~#+(#+l)kT} @+~’2n’[~+(/+ l)lcZ’ld6’} –6arLk T,(~Or’2ndd+,~’2n’d6) +2rr 4MT’-T4)I=”

The reduction of the integrals appearing in equations (12)
and (13) is a straightforward but lengthy procedure. The
methods used to evaluate these integrals are given in app-
endix B. The flmd resuh.sme written here, for a monatomic
gas, as

[
~ ; (zl+zJ–

( )1
Z(S2+2)+Z s’+; +

2=812

[ 1
— EU(TC4—T:)—Q =0
pv. a

(14)

and, for a diatomic gas, as

3;(3+zJ–[z@+3)+ z(s’+j)]+

2@lz

[ 1
— ea(T,4—Tt4)—Q =0
pvmcl

(15)

In order to facilitate computation, values of the dimensionless
groups,

.f(@=ZJs’+3)+z(,2 +;) ,
I

g(s)=w+z), I
,)”(8)=Z (s’+2)+Z@+:),

I
and

g0(8)=2(z~+ ~,

appearing in equations (14) and (15), are tabuIated in the
table of appendix B,

Equations (14) and (15) &en completely des&ibe energy
transfer occurring between a transverse cylinder and its
surroundings in ter& of the cylinder temperature, static gas
temperature and pressure, molecular-speed ratio, accom-
modation coeflicientj the. tiective temperature of the sur-
roundings to which the cylinder is emitting radiation, the
emissitity of the cyIinder surface, and the internal energy
input to the cylinder. The equations are subject to the
foIlowing restrictions:

1. The surface temperature of the cylinder is assumed to
be constant, circumferentit-dIy.

2. The cylinder receives and emits radiant energy as a
gray body; that is, the emissivity is independent of wave
length. Also, the cylinder is assumed to be small compared
to the surrounding volume.

3, The internal energy of the gas strea~ in which the
cyIinder is located has the value (3/2) kT for a monatomic
gas and (5/2) kT for a diatcnnicgas.

(13)
DBAG ON A TRANSVERSE CYLINDLER IN A FREE-MOLIZCULE. FLOW FIELD

The general problem of aerodynamic forms acting on
bodies in free-molecule flow has been treated by scvcmd
authors (references 1, 2, and 3). The Imic method of
calculation was identical in each case. Tlm method con-
sisk of the assumption of a gas with a Xlaxwellian velocity
distribution superimposed upon fin arbitrary mass velocity.
The number of kolecules having specified velocities that
impinge upon an elemental area incIincd at an arbitrary
angle to the stream mass velocity is computed and, from
tl@ calculation, the force due to the transmittcd momentum
is obtainecl. To this momentum due to molecular impinge-
ment, however, must be added the momcn turn irnparhxl to
the surface by molecules emitted from the surfticc. The
magnitude and direction of the force imparted by emitted
molecules depends, among other things, on the type of
emission that is assumed to occur. A condensed discussion
of the several possible types of surface emission cnn be found
in reference 4. An extensive treatment of the subject i9
given in reference 7.

In order to determine the total aerod~amic force on a
body of arbitrary shape, the differential momentum imptirlcd
to an element of the body surface is computed, as outlined
in the preceding paragraph, and tho tgtal momentum
obtained by integration over the body surface. Also, sine.a
the impinging ,and re-emitted momenta can be added
linearly, the resulting total momentum can be mdculatad
for any desired type of re-emission.

In this paper, completely diffuse scattering of the incident
molecular stream from an insulated surface is assumed.
By this assumption it is meant thtit (a) the molecules that
are scattered from the surface arc emitted with a Mtixvdian
distribution of speed, (b) the direction of molecular emission
from the surface is controlled by the Knudsen cosine law
(cf., refe~gces 7 and 8), (c) the body temperature is assumed
to be uniform over the surface, and further (d) that con-
servation of number of molec-ides is maintained for cmh
element of the body surface. These assumptions seem to
be in accord with physical f$ct, as discussed.in refcrenco 6.

The specdic problem of the aerodynmnic drag on a trans-
verse cylinder has been treated in references 1 and 3. The
reason for repetition of the calcuIution here is that the
results have been obtained “in a compact cIoscd form which
is amenable to easy calculation rind, further, tbat a solution
for the re-emission drag is obtained -whichinvolves measur-
able physical quantities, Appendices A and C contain the
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details of the calculations and only the fired results are
presented here. The results of the computations me as
foIlowa: The total &g act@ on am insulated transverse
circular cyhnder of radius r and k@h ~ is given by

D=+ (27’L)(ODi+f2.,). (16)

-where cDti and CD, fme the drag coeficknts associated with
impinging and re-emitted momenta. The value of (?Df is
shown in appendix ~ to have the va.Iue

c.,=
“2:F’2{1”’’2’2)+(*)P”(’’’+1’’’2’2)1}I}

(17)

and the -due of CD=for m indated cyIi.nder is shown in
appendix A to be, for a monatomic gas,

+312d ()2,(s’+2)+2, H+;
CD,== 2(21+22) (18)

and, for a diatomic gas,

I
CD _#2

d

()
2,(s’+3)+2, F+;

r 4s 3(2,+ 2,)
(19)

APPARATUSAND TEST &llYCHODS

THElWNDTUNNEL

The Ames low-density wind lmrmeI,in which the present
teats were conducted, is an open-jet nonreturn-type tunneI.
A sketch showing the major components of the wind t-unrd
is shown in @e 1. The test g=, from a bottled source, is
throttled into a settling chamber and then paases through an
tially symmetric nozzIe which discharges a free jet into an
18-inch cubical test chamber. The test chmnber is connected
through a surge chamber ta four booster-type oil-diffusion
pumps which continuously evacuate the system. The
difEueionpumps are connected in paralleI and are backed by a
mechmica~ vacuum pump -which discharges to the atmos-
phere. VaLves are provided at the irdet to each diflusion
pump in order to alIow the pumping system to be iscdated
when the teat chamber is opened to the atmosphere.

A tra~ershg mechmism is installed in the test chamber
which permits three degrees of motion reIative to the gas
stream. The mechanism is used to position models and
instrumentation in the d~ed Iocation within the gas strem.

,.. The nozzles used in the tests were axially symmetric w%%
an outlet diameter of 2 inches and were machined from clear
plastic. The nozzle contours were determined by the method
outlined in reference 9. >Toboundary-Iayer correction was
applied to the nozzle contours.

After t-hesystam was evacuated, the flow rate of the teat
gaa into the settling chamber was adjusted until the stagna-
tion pressure, as measured by a Jhhod gage, reached the
desired value.

The static pressurein the test chamber-was read on another
klcLeod gage and, if the resulting pressure ratio was that

required to e&abIish flow at the particular lIach number . . .
desired for the nm, the tunnel was considered ready for
tests. h order to match tunnel conditions of static pressure .
and pressure ratio with those that existed at an earlier time,
it was sometimes necessary to alter the amount of thrott@
at the pump inlets due to a slight -mriation of pumprng speed
from day to day.

The pressure IeveI in the tuunel was -mried by increasing
or demeasing the flow of the test gas into the system. The _ _
static and stagnation pressures mere again checked to de- _:.
termine if euilicient pressure ratio was a-miIable to establish _
flow at the desired lkch number. This procedure was some: “-–
what.complicated by the fact t-hat&tt-helower pressureIevels
the boundary layer in the nozzIe would tend to thicken, thus
causing a decrease in the l!ach number compared with that
obtained at the higher pressure Ieveh.

The wind tunnel couId be operated through a range of test-
section pressures of horn 20 to 135 microns of mercury for a __
given nozzle and o-rer a range of llach numbers from 0.5 to
2.75 by usigg se~eral nozzles.

mSTRUMENTATIOXLVDTHETESTMODEL

The static pressureswhich existed in the wind tunnel were,
in general, too Iovi to be measured with a conventional
mmometer or Bourdon-type pressure gage; therefore, two __
types of gages widely used in high-vacuum work were
ut&ed, namely, the AI-eLeod and Pirani gages. For a
compIete description of these gages the reader is referred to
my standard text on high-vacuum technique (e. g., reference .-
10); however, some of the special features of the gagea used
wilI be described.

The 31cLeod gage used as a primary standard m these
tests had an initial volume of 146 milliliters connected to a _
cIosed tube of 1.95-millimeter diameter. This arrangement
gave a scaIe k.ngth of 51.4 centimeters for a.pressure range
of O to 3000 microns. @or the SsJceof brevity, the terni
micron is used throughout as a unit of pressure rather than
the term inicrons of mercury.) The diameter of the cIosed ~
tube was measured by the mercury pellet method to within -
+0.01 miUimeterand the dHerence in height of the mercury
columns couId be read to the nearest 0.1 millimeter by use
of a mimometer scale. At a pressure of 100 microns, this
gage could be read to within 1 percent with ease.

The gage was connected to the txt chhber with ~
18-millimeter-diameter gIass tube to insure a short time Iag
between equalization of the system and the gage pressures.
A dry-ice and acetone coId trap was provi~ed between the
gage and the test chamber to prevent condensable vapors _
horn reaching the gage.

h general, it is diKicuItto obtain a completely independent ‘.”
method of checking the accuracy of pressure measurements
made with a 310Leod gage for pressures be~ow about 1
miUimeter of mercury. Above 1 millimeter of mercury a
U-tube manometer, fihl with a very low--vapor-pressure ..__
oil and having a high-vacuum system (of the order of 10-5mm
of Eg) connected to one leg, may. be used. The lfchod -
gage used in the tests was checked in this manner and the
agreement between the ofl manometer and the XlcLeod gage ._
was within +3 percent.
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FIGUREl.—Amw lmvdanalty wind find.

An indication of the accuracy of the 14cLood gage used in
the testsin the pressurerange below 200micions was obtained
by comparing the pressuresindicated b.ythe tesLM@Leodgage
with those obtained wihh a. laboratory-type NlcLeod gage
having a range of Oto 200 microns, wl@hhas been calibrated
against a laboratory standard llcLeod gage at the manufac-
turer’s plant. The agreement between the test gage and
the laboratory-type gage was within +3 percent at a pressure
of 100 microns.

The Pirani gage used in the tes~_ consisted of an open
glass tube, which contained a heated filament. The gas
pressure in the ttibe determined the temperature and thus
the resistance of the filament. A temperature-compensating
tube of identical construction was sealed off at a very low
pressure. The measuring and compensating tube filaments
formed two legs of a Whetstone bridge; and the unbalance
of the Whetstone bridge circuit, as indicated by a aelf-
balancing potentiometer, wgs a measure of the pre9sure in
the open leg of the gage. The Pirani gage was calibrated
against the O- to 3000-micron-range McLeod gage as a
standard,

A drift of the calibration of the Pirani g~ge with time was
noted and for this reason the Pirani gage was calibrated

before and after every test run. A typical calibration
curve is shown in figure 2.

Examination of figure 2 reveaLsthat the sensitivity of th!
Piranj gage used was nearly constant from a pressure of 10
microns to a pressure of 80 microns. Above about 200
microns this Pkani gage becomes too insenaitivc to be
usablc as a pressure-measuringinstrument.

.

o.4om 120. 160 2C0 240 P80 320 .XO
I%fenfiomekr readim (Arbitruryunits]

Fmurm !k—Typicai mlibmtion of W&i gage In nkcgm E&;.
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VKhenever a preesure-measuring device is comiected to
a vacuum system by a tube or small oficej two troubksome
&ects are present—time lag and gassing. The t-huelag of
the pressuregage is due to the fact that-,as the pressum in the
main part of the system is changed, a ~ohrne of gas must
flow out of or into the pressure gage and its connecting
tubing. At the low pressures encountered during the teats,
this time lag may be of the order of hours if the gage vohnne
and connect@ tubing are not properly proportioned.
Ga@ng, that is, gas being given up or adsorbed by the sur-
face of the pressure gage and its connect~i. tubing, has t-he
effect of causing the pressure gage to indicate a di&rent
pressure than that which exists in the main part of the
system. Outgassing effects can be reduced ma-teria~y by
proper clean@ of the surface and by heating the surface
under n vacuum to drive off water vapor and other materials
which cling to ordinary surfaces.

Schaaf, lkm, and @c (references 11 .amd 12) have
investigated this problem in considerable detail, and show
that, if t-heassumption is made hat ga=ing is a function of
surface area ordy, there etits an optimum geome~ of gage
~ohune and connecting tubing which will result in minimum
time lags. References 11 and 12 were used as guides in the
design of the impact and static-pressure-measuring devices
which were used in the tunnel calibration tests, and, in
addition, the time kg of these pressure-measurhg systems
was measured.

The impact pressures encountered during the wind-tunnel-
calibration tests were too high ta be measured with a Pirani
g~~e and, because of the difficulty of obtaining a suitable
flexible tube which wotid have a smaUtime lag, the JlcLeod
gage could not be used. These impact pressu.m, therefore,
were measured wkh a glass U-tube manometer filled with a
lovr-vapor-pressure oiI. The manometer was located inside

the test chamber with one kg of the mtmometer open and the
other end fastened with a glass connection to a j@wh-
diameter spherical-head impact tube. Figure 3 shows a
diagrammatic sketch of this arrangement. The Werence
in oil le~el between the two legs, as read by a coordinate-type
cathetometer lowded outside the tunnel, was the difl’erence
between the test-chamber static preesure and the impact
pressure. The twt-chamber stat;c pressure -was measured
by the O- to 3000-micron Xkkod gage described emfier,.

The time lag of the system shown in figure 3 was measured
by setting the pressure in the test chamber at approximately
3 millimeters of mercury and then e~acuating the chamber to
approximately 10 microns as quickly as possible. The time
required for the oiI level in the two legs to equalize was
approximately 15 seconds. This indicates a very shortitime
lag for the practical case as the rate of prwsure change
encountered in the wind-tunnel calibration was small com-
pared to that measured during the time-htg test. The
procedure used in the wind-tunnel-calibration tests was to
continue to take readings of the oiI level until steady state
wm established.

The static pressure of the gas stream from the nozzle vias
measured with a O.10-inch-diameter ogival probe con-
nected directly to a Pirsni gage as shown in &we 4.
Three 0.02.25-inc.h-diameterholes spaced 120° apart mere
located at a point on the ogive where the pressure is equal
to free-stream pressure as calculated by the method given
in reference 13. The position along the probe where the
surface pressure is equal to frec4resm pressure -mries
somewhat with llach number; however, this variation is
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not large and static pressuresmeasu@ by this probe agreed
with pressures measurecl with a 40 cone.

No boundary-layer correction was applied to the og&e,
or cone contour; consequently, it is possible that some error
in the measurement of static pressure existed. Figure 5.
shows the main dimensions of the static-pressure probe used.

In order that the Pirani gage shol~ in figure 4 couId be
calibrated against the kicLeod gage, which was connected
to the test chamber, a 4-millimeter-bore stopcock me glaes-
welded to the Pirani gage to alIow_calibration with a rel-
atively la~e, opening and attendant .~ort, tkne lag. As the
stream static pressures were measured with the stopcock
closed, the folIowing teats.were conducted to measure the
order of magnitude of the time lag of the system. The
test chamber was pressurized to 165 microns and suddenIy
evacuated to approximately 5 microns. The rate of pressure
change as measured by thO Pirani gage with the stcpcocl<
open and with the stopcock closed is shown in figure 6. The
procedure was repeated with a rising pressure and the results
are also shown in figure 6,

It can be seen from figure 6 that the two curves, repre-
senting the runs with the stopcock open qnd closed, are
twsentialIycongruent after 70 seconds for decreasing pressure
and after 50 seconds for the increasing pressure rum. With
the stopcock open, the time lag of the Pirani gage should be
very smaIl (references 11 and 12) and the curve of pressure
as a function of time includw the time required for the
pumping equipment to evacuate the test chamber, the time
lag in the self-balancing potentiom@r, and the thermal
Iag in the Pirani filaments. ,The curve of pressure as a
function of time for the stopcock cIosed includes all these
factrom plus the additional time lag imposed by the smalI
holes in the static probe. The pressure variation during the
time-lag tests was much more severe than any encountmad
during the static survey tests; therefore it can be concluded
that, by waiting for at least 2 minutesbefore recording data,
aI[ errors due to time lag would be eliminated.

The test model.—The model teeted was a 0.0031-inch-
diameter right-circular cylinder fabricated from iron and
constantan “w’iree and had an exposed. length of I%Zinch.

NoTE.—AII dhrrensionsgiven ii bmhee.
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The iron rmd constantan wires were electrically butt-welded
together to form a thermocouple junction. Figure 7 shows a
microphotograph of the modeI. It can be seen that tho
welding operation did not appreciably alter the shape of
Lhemodel. The butt-welded juuction was Iocated in tho =
~enter of the model and a 0.003l-inch iron wire was silver
wldered to the cmstantan side of the model at a distnncc of
% inch from the center junction. A 0.0031-inch-diameLcr
xnstantan wire was similarly fastened to the iron side of
ihe model. These two auxiliary thormocoupIe junctions
were used to measure the temperature at tho ends of the
model.

The entire model was covered with fine-grain soot ob-
tained from an acetylene flame in order that the emissivity
would be constant over the total model length aud sc thtit
m established value of erniesivity of 0.96 could be used to
maluate the heat 10SSby radiation.

Thermocouple voltages from the centw.artd end thcrmo-
couples were read on a null-type laboratory potmtiorneter
having a least count of 0.01 miboh.

The drag balance,—A specially constructed microba.hmw
ghown in figures 8 (a) and 8 @) was umd to mcasum tho
3rag of the model teeted. The balance consisted of a beam
mounted upon an agate knife-edge .~hich restad in II steel
~-bIock, as shown diagrammatically m figure 9. The model
wasmount ed betyeen two.arms extending down from either
tide of the beam. Electrical leads wero transferred from
ihe moving beam to the balance frame through mercury
?Ools.

A drag force on the model caused an &balanco of ~hc
jeam which was counteracted by a magnetic-restoring force -
?rgduc@ by an armature located in a magnetic field pro-
hmed by an altercating-current coil. An optical lever
ipproximateIy 2 feat long was used to determiue tho zero
~sitiori of the bahmce.
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The mqqitude of the drag force in terms of magnetizing .—
current was determ%d by hanging known weights on a
lever arm attached to the bakce beam ~d measti the
current necessary to restore the balance to zero position.
Figure 10 shows a tyyictd calibration of the drag balance.

The model was mounted between the extension mms of --
the drag balance and was shielded over all but the center _
ljfl inch, as shown in @ures 8 (a) and 8 b). A ch~~ was
made on the effectiveness of the shielding on the supporting
members. A smalI shield was mounted to the cent.w main . .
shield (extension arms) covering the center portion of the
model (normalIy exposed). The completely shielded model -
was then p~aced in the gas stream. h’o drtg forces were
detected.

It was found that the balance exhibited an erratic calibra-
tion shift from day to day, which necessitated calibration of
the bakmce before and after each drag determination.

CALIBEA~ONOFTHEWINDTUNNEL

The purpose of the cfibmtion of the fid t~el Was.t? . .....
determine the hlach nm-ber and static-pressure distribu- ,
tions of the stream in the plane at which tie m~e~ wss _

--
(1)) Eesr *W.
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located-% inch downstream of th8 exit plan8 of th8 various
nozzles used.

The method used was to survey the str8amwith th8impact-
and static-presaur8probes d~cribed earlier. These impac~

and static-pressure..probes, together ~th their pressure-
measuring gag~, were mounted 2 inches apart upon a
common support from the traversing mechanism and read-
ings wer8 taken at K@-inchintmvals from the center to the
8dg8 of the stream. This m8thod of mounting allowed both
the-impact and static pressures to be measured during the
course of one run, thus obviating the necessity of matching
tunnel conditions on separata runs.

Table I lists the nozzles tested, their design Mach number,
and the tunnel conditions for which the J3urv8yswere made.

The static pressure varied across the stream issuing from
each of the nozzles tested. For most of the nozzles, the
pressure was somewhat higher near the center portion of
the stream than WSEthe pr8ssure of the quiescent gas in
the test chamber. certain of these nozzles, however, did

Miirar

/

I TABLEI.—WIND-TUNNELCALIBRATIONDATA
I I I I 1

I
t 1 I I I I

1Avemge Mach numk over eentar kmlffnch of stregm.

I
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not show this general trend. Ii these nozzles the pressure
tit decreased, then increased, as the probe was moved from
the nozzle waLIto the center of the stream. Figures 11 and
12 show this effect. In general, the static-prwsure variation
across the stream was not huge. The average change over
the center ~i inch of the stream amounted to 2 percent,
vrhik the maximum deviation was only 5 percent.

The impact-prewure surveys of all the nozzles had one
common characteristic; that is, the impact pressure increased
from 8 minimum -due at. the edge of the nozde -ivaItto a
masimum value near the center of the stream. The area of
the stream mhic.hhad a constant, or nearIy constant., impact
pressure varied somewhat from nozzle to nozzle, and also
to some extent with pressure level. The averagg variation
of impact pressure over the center % inch of the stream for
SUnozzIes tested was 7 percent with a maximum variation
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in some cases of 14 percat. Figures 11 and 12 show the——_
variation of impact preesure across the stream for one
nozzle using two gases, nitrogen and helium.

—---

The llach number of a gas stream can be computed from ‘“”
measured vahw of the stagnation and stdio pressure of the -
stream, protided that the flow is isentropic between the =-
points of pressure measurement. However, if the static ~
and impact pressures are measured at. the same point in the ‘—
stieam, no assumption regd.ing the nature of the flow need —
be made in order to compute the Ioctd stream lfach number. _.

.s

Fo~ an inviacid flow, the lIaeh number can be caIctiateci—
horn Rayleigh’s equation, the use of which involves the ‘:
assumption of a normal shock wave ahead of the impact-
preesure tube and isentropic compression of the gas in the
subsonic flow behind the shock wwre to the stagnation point ‘- -
on the impact-pressure tube. In R Iorrdensity flow, how- “”-
ever, viscous effects are present in the flow about- a stagna- --
tion region, thus invalidating the assumption of isenttipi~
compmssiori behind the nornd shock wave. C%ambr6 ._
&eference 14) computed the wiscouecorrection to be applied
to spherical-head impact tubes in a Iow-density flow, and –
@ure 13 shows the llach number distribution of nozzle 1 ._
as computed by the RayIeigh equation (inviscid) and as ‘“-
computed by Chambr6’s equation. The klach numbers cal-
culated from the stagnation and locsd static pressuns were, :-
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in all cases, higher than those computed using IocaI values
of impact and static pressure, thus indicating that the flow
through the nozzle was nonisentropic due to viscous effects.
Chambr6’s equation wtis used to compute hlaoh number
from meastied static and impact pressures for the tesb
described herein.

The variation of impact and static pressure across tie
stream rewdted in a stretimin which the hlach number was
not constaxit.” Figures 13 and 14 sholv. this eilect and ..are
generally representative of all nozzles tested. If ordy the
center % inch of the nozzles is considered, the average
variation in Xfach number amounted to 5 percent; however,
at certain pressure levels in some of tha nozzles tbe variation
was as much as 14 percent.

In cmler to determine H shock wav& were present ~ &e
center )i inch of the gas stream, the nitrogen-glow-dis&rge
technique of flow visualization was used to examine the
flow qualitatively. This technique was originally described
in reference 15. The method used to generate me gIow
discharge was to pass the test gas through a screen wI@
was connected to. a. pulsed direct-current power supply.
The screen was located at the entrance plane to the nozzle
and was pulsed to a negative peak potential of 1000 voIts.
The pulsation frequency was 1000 cyc.k”per second.

Figure 15 shows the gas stream from nozzIe 1 at a static
pressure of 114 microns. A 5° half-rmgIewedge was pIa.ced
in the stream to genemte a. relatively weak shock wave
which could be used as a yardstick to evaluate the strength
of the nozzIe shocks, if present. hTo shock waves were
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observed in th~ gas stream at this preesuro lcvd if the wedge
was removed. As the static-pressure level was lowered, the
shock Wave from the wedge became too indistinct to be
photographed. Observation of the nitrogen glow did no~
indicate the presence of strong shock waves in the nozzks..

DRAG AND HEAT TRANSFER TESTS

The test. procedure used in the d~~ and hctit.trctmfcr
experiments was to calibmte the dr~m balance with thu
tunnel shut down and then to set tunnel conditions corm- :
spending to those obtained during tunnel-calibration tests by
matching the staamationEnd test chamber static pressures.
As extremely close control over tunnel conditions was difli-
cult to attain, the pressure level during certain tcs~ runs

.
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varied approximately 5 percent from those obtained during
the tunnel-calibration tests. Emuniuation of the rwuhs of
the tunneLcaIibration tests showed that hIach number mwia-
tion is smaIIfor small charges in the pressureIevel; therefore,
the 31ach number obtained during noszkcalibration teats
was applied to the heat-transfer and drag tests without
correction. The Jlach number used in plotting tie data
(-which was converted numerically to molecubm-speed ratio
by means of the relation g=kf ~~2) was the awcage value
obtained from a graphical integration of the.XIach number
distribution across the center % inch of th~ stream.

4Jter stabIe operating conditions had been attained, the
dm.g force, model temperatures, and other pertinent data
viere recorded. Table II Iists the recorded data. It -d
be noted that, in the cohunn listing the recorded drag force,
two mIues occur on some of the runs. The dilTerentvalues
were due to separate drag measurement during the course
of one run or resuhed from smalI shifts in the calibration of
the drag balance as determined before and after each rgn.
In tbe figures which are Iater presented, showing drag coefH-
cients, the points correspond to those ca.IcuIatedusing the
average of the two dues lieted in tab~eIL

To determine if the model surface conditions were changing
with time, the model drag and temperature -weremeasured
at fi-hour intervale over a period of 6 hours for one particular
test condition. Figures 16 and 17 show the results of these
tests and it can be seen that the drag coefficientt and tempera-
ture ratio remained essentially constant, thus indicating that
the accommodation coefficient and tuuneI conditions -were
constant over this period of time.

The reproducibility of the data was checked by repeating
the above-described run on separate days. The reproduc-
ibility was found to be within the accuracy of the drag and
temperature measurements described above.

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
iiDISCUSSIONOFTHE J4&3UMT’lTONSL\~ RESULTSOFTHS THEORETIC

ANALYSIS

h examin ation of the heat-transfer equations (14) and
(15) for a monatomic and a diatomic gas, respectively, reverda
several interesting feat-urea. If an adiabatic case is consid-
ered, that is, if both internal-energy input to the cylinder
and radiant+nergy exchange me considered absent, it can
be seen that the ratio of cyIinder temperature to free-str~m
static temperature is a unique function of the moleoular-
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speed ratio. The values of the temperature ratio computed
from equations (14) and (15) are shown in figure 18. For
comparison, curves of the temperature ratio for continuum ._.
flow are dso shown. These Iatter curves were computed for
the case where the total stream energy is recovered—m
other words, the temperature recovwy factor was considered
tO be unihy. Several remarkable conclusions can be drawn
from an examination of this figure. It can be seen that an
insulated cylinder in a free-molecule-flow field mill attain a
higher temperature at a given value of molecilar-speed ratio
(or klach number) than will be obtained in a continuum
flow field. Since the continuum curves also represent the
temperature ratio of a gas that has been accelerated adia—_
baticvdly from rest to any mdue of molecikm speed ratio, it
may be inferred that an insukded cylinder located in a Iow- .=
density wind tunnel under free-molecule-flow conditions will
attain a temperature which ~ceeds the total temperature of
the gas stream. This result, of course, is in direct contrast_ . .
to the corresponding phenomenon which occurs under con____

Fmum lS-Verfetionc.fthe ratio of eyhder teqtnre to fme%rmmstatfc temperature
with mokmlcu epeed mtfo formadfaktio cyIfnder in free-moktukdow.

—
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tinuurn-flow conditions where an insulated body can have,
at most, a temperature equal to the streamstagnation temper-
ature and normally does not even attain this temperaturedue
to outward heat flow in the boundary layer. The anomaly
can be explained, however, by a consideration, in the case
of free-molecule flow, of the magnitudes of the incident and
m-emitted molecular energy. The incident molecular energy
is computed using the total velocity resulting from combina-
tion of the stream ma~ velocity and the random thermal
velocities. When the total velocity term is squared there
results a term, which is twice the scalar product of. the vector
mass velocity and the vector thermal velocity. This scalar
product term effectively increases the apparent interns.I
energy of the gas from the continuum value of 3/2 k T per
molecule to a value varying from 2 k T to 5/2 k T depending
upon the speed and orientation of the body. The apparent
internal energy becomes 5/2 k T for high speeds and body
angles of attack greater than zero. This is just equal to t~e
intmnal phs potential energy per molecule of a cube of
continuum gas. Thereforej the energy incident on the body
in free-molecuk flow becomes equ~ to !’h@ of. .a continuum
for large values of the molecular speed ratio for surfaces
inclined at angles of attack greater than zero. The molec-
ular energy which is re-emitted from t~e surface is assumed
to be equal to the energy of a stream ism~kg effusively from
a ~axwellian gas, in equilibri~ at some yet unspecified
temperature, into a perfect vacuum. Foi the case of. an
insulated body, the temperature of this gas is that of the
body. The energy of the re-emitted stream calculated in
this manner is equal to 2 kTwper molecule. The correspond-
ing energy for a continuum gm at the same temperature is
5/2 kTu per molecule if both thermal and’ potential energies
are considered. For a given re-emitted stream temperature,
a smaller amount of energy per molecule is transported from
a body for the case of free-molecule flow than is transported
in the case of continuum flow. It is clear that, if the mme
total amount of energy, namely the incident energy, is to be
removed in each case, the effusive stream tempemture and,
hence, the body temperature for an insulated body must be
higher for free-molecule flow than for continuum flow.

It is seenf.rcunfigure 18, that, theoretically, a higher cylin-
der temperature is predicted for the case of a monatomic gas
than for a clia~cnnic gas. The explanation lies in the addi-
tional energy which the diatcnnicgas is able to remove from
the cylinder by virtue of the internal energy component due
to molecuhw rotation. Of course, the impinging diatomic
gas transmits more energy to the cylinder due .to the rot&
tional energy component; ho~~Tever,tbe rotational component
is a smaIler fraction of the total impinging energy than of
the total re-emitted energy.

~ examination of the equatio~ for tie d~” coefficient Of
an insulated cylinder (equations (17) and (18)) shows that
the tOtal Ch’SgCO@Cient, CD= cD~+ CD,I is a function ‘fly
of the molecular-speed ratio. A plot of the total drag coe-
fficient as a function of the molecul~r-speed ratio for an
insulated cylinder is shown in figure 19. It is .notabIe that
the drag coefficient approaches intlnity as the molecultw-
speed ratio approaches zero. Hence, if the exprmion for
total drag is written in the conventional drag-coefhcient
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form, it can be shown from equations (17) and (18) tha~ CD
becnmes inversely proportional to the speed ratio as 8
approaches zero. It is also notable that the drag coeficicnt
approachw a constan~value as the speed ratio bccomos large.
This means, simply, that the effec~ of the random tllcrmal
motions becomes negligible as the speed of the cylinder
reIative to the gas becomes high.

HEAT-TRANSFER TRST RESULTS

The salient point of the analysis concerning hmt transfer
to a cykder in a free-molecule field was the prediction that
an insulated model would attain a temperature in excess of
the tunnels~~nation temperature. This result was observed
in all runs. The maximum rise of the model ccntw-point
temperature above the tunnel stagnation tcmpwaturc was
65° F, uti~ nitrogen as the test gas, an! .147° F, using
helium as the test gas.

The restits of the heat-transfer teste are shown in figures
20 imd 21 in which the ratio of the cylinder-cc.nter tcn~pma-
ttie to the free-stream static temperature is plotted ~s a
function of the molecular-speed ratio for tho nitrogen and
helium runs, respectively. Tho stream-static temperature
was computed from the adiabatic relationship, using the
measured value of hi ach number (or molecular-speed ratio)
corresponding to the nozzle pressure ratio as determiner.1
from the nozzle-calibration tests. The temperature-ratio
curve for continuum flow assuming a tempernturc-
recovery factor of unity is shown for comparison. It will
be noted that in all cases the temperature ratio c.xceededtho
maximum which could be attained under continuum-flow
conditions, It can be seen th~t, in general, the LCSLpoints
indicate that the cylinder did not attain the full temperature
rise that was predicted by the free-molecule analysis. This
result may be ascribed to heat losses occurring from radiation
and from conduction alo~g the wire to the end supports.
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The fact that a large temperature gradient existed along the
length of the wire due to end losses ia clearly shown by the
cylinder-end temperatures which are Iisted, together mid the
cylinder center-point temperature, in table II.

DRAG TEST RESULTS

The measured drag force on the cylinder was reduced to
conventional dimension.kes drag-coeficient form by means
of the equation

(20)

The data points obtained from equation (20) me shown
in figure 22. For comparison, the theoretical curves of drag
coefficient as a function of molecukr-speed ratio for an
immhted cyhnder, taken from figure 19, are shown as a
solid line. It can be seen that agreement between theory
and experiment is good considering the Iimktione of the
theory and the dif6culties attendant with the measurement
of drag forces from 1 to 20 milligrams. The experimental
values for the drag coefficient tend to fall below the theo-
retical valutw at molecukr-speed ratios above about 1.0
and to be higher than the theoretical values at speed ratios
below 1.0. The former characteristic may be due to a tend-
ency toward specuIar reflection at the higher speed ratios
while the latter characteristic, at subsonic vabe of speed
ratio, may have been caused by interference with the flow
caused by the shields at the en% of the model.

The major premise of the existence of fre~molecule flow
was borne out by several factors in addition to the good
agreement between the calculated and experimental vahma
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of drag coefficient. One of the basic assumptions of the
drag analysis is that the drag coefficients me independent
of ReynoIds number or Knudsen number. h contrast, the
continuum- and slip-flow regimes me characterized by the
dependence of drag coficients both upon Reynolds number .
and XIach number (cf., reference 16). Although it was not ‘–
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exper@enially possible to vary the Knudsen numlmr indc-
pmdently of the speed ratio for one test gas, the usc of
both nitiogen and helium gaveoverlapping wdues of sped
ratio with an approximate 2:1 variation of Knudsen number,
The variation of Knudsen number covered by tho tests with
mokcular-speed rqt.io @ shown in figure 23. No trend is
noticeable in the drag coefficients obtained. in each msc;
consequently, it can be concluded that free-molcculo ffow
existed.-”. “-.

“A comparison between measured drag coefficient and tho
drag coefficient calculated by methods as given by Lamb
(reference 17) illustrates the inapplicability of continuum
thecwy in the free-molecule regime. A sample calculation
made by Lamb’s continuum method for conditions of molec-
ular-speed ratio equal to 0.5 and a Knudsen number of 185
(based oq, cylinder radius) gave a drag” coefficient of 390.
The corresponding experimental value was 14.6.

CONCLUS1ONSL..

The following conclusions may be drawn from a compari-
son of” th= test results with free-molecule-flow thcoq shown
in this report:

1. The salient point of the heat-transfer analysis, which
was the prediction that an insulated cylindcr would attain
a temper~ture higher than the stagnation tempcraturc of
the stream, was eontlrmed by the Wt results.

2. Drag eoefficiente, calculated from free-molecule-flow
theory, agreed well with the measured drag coefficients.
& predicted theoretically, the measured drag coefficient
were independent of the Reynolde and Knudsen numbers and
depended primariIy upon the molecular-speed ratio.

A~es AIWtONAUTIC~L LABOR~TORY,

hTATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AI&ONAUTICS,

MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF.,Sept. 12, 1960.
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APPENDIX A

THE MOMENTUMAND ENERGYEXCHANGEPROCESSESACCOMPMW3NGMOLECULAREM1SS1ONFROM A SURFACE .—

For the case of difkse scattering of a she= of molecuks
from a surface, all directional history of the impinging stream
is era9ed upon impact with the surface. The impinging
stream is assumed to be scattered in a random manner -which
fl be described in detd later. The energy and momentum
carried by the scattered dream depends upon the vdocit~
of emission which w be related to the energy (or tempera-
ture) Iewl that the stream hss. The effecti~e temperature

s or energy of the scattered stream depends upon the eflkiency
of the energy-emlmnge process that occurs between tha solid
surface and. tie impinging stream. This efficiency cm be
described by introduction of the accommodation coefficient
-whichis de&ed ss

E,– E,
a= Ei– Eu

(Al)

where the symbols have the following detlnitions:
Ei rate of incident moIecuIm energy
E, rate of re-emit.tedmolecuku energy
Es rate of m-emitted moIecular energy that would be cmried

by the scattered stream if it were a stream iesuirg from
a gas in equilibrium at the surface temperature, Ta

It is assumed that the emitted stream has a hkvmllian
distribution of speed corresponding to a gas in equilibrium
at an unspecified temperature, Tr. This fictitious gas has,
aIso, an unspecified number of molemdes per unit vohune,
N,. ~ow, as shown in reference 8, page 62, the number of
molecules scattered from unit surface area per second that
have speeds in the range dv and that me mohg in a direction
that makes an mgIe lying in the ramgedil.with the nornd
to the surface is given by

dn,=2rN,A,&-fir’@ sin Q cos QdvdQ. (A2)

Then, the normal component of force imparted to the
surface by this group of molecules is

dG,=!i?dV,A,mv%- fl@ sin Q CO#~dvdWA (A3)

and the tmmslationalenergy cmried by this group is

dG=xN,A,m~6~-~”@ sin Q cos Qdvdi2dA (A4)

By integration of these qressions with respect to Q imd W,
the foIIowing values are obtaimed for the total momentum
artd energy carried by the sctittered stre- h-m dA:

J sdG,=2dW,A,mdA “c’e-$~fldv ‘i2sinQcos’Qdi2– :;~dA
0 0

(A5)

J sdE,=zNgl,mdA ‘v’e-flr’&dv “izsinfl cos QdQ~ “m dA
o 0 2 ~Tpt

(A6)

b order to obtain a value for ~, in terms of knomu variables, .,..
the number of molecules scattered from the surface is equated
to the number of molewdes striking the surface. The num- ~.,=
ber of molectdes per second scattered from unit area is

J. s?[2 N, “--–
n,= 2rATrAr Vfe–$,z@du Sin~ COS~d~=~ (Ai) __

o 0 2“#Tpr
.

and the number of molecules striking
show-nm reference 4 to be given by

unit area per second is
-.

(A8)

The value of hr, is obtained by equating n, and n from equa-
tiOIIS (A7) and (A8), thus,

N,=Nxf (A9)

By substitution of this value of Iv, m the momentum and
energy equations, the following is obtained -..

do .~>x dA
—

‘ 4~/9r (A1o) ~

(All) “-

An identical analysis yie.Idsa value for Em of -.,

(A12)

For the case of a diatcmic gas where the exprmion for the
re-emission energy per molecule contains an additional-
term having the value kTti, which accounts for the rotational
energy per moIecule, the totaI re-emission energy has the
value 3nkT&A.

13quation (A1O) describes the normal re-emission pressure
on the front side of a unit inclined area. In order b obtain .
the net drag force (or prcsure) in the direction of the mass
velocity 27,the pressure on the rear side of the inclined area
must be taken rnto account. The computation of the pres-
sure on the rear side of the mea is made in a simiIar manner
to the computation of the pressure on the front side of the
~ea and Ieads to an expression

d~ ,=Nmx’
r mdA (A13) ‘-‘

Then, the net drag force due to re-emission pressure in the .
direction of U, the maa9 velocity, is

(A14)
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Replacing x and X’ by their values, equation (A14) becomes

dQ,–d Q:=@N:;P:inZ e dA (A15)

This expression can be put into drag~oefficient form by use
of the following substitutions: A%= p, s/p= Z7. Equation
(A15) then becomes -

(A16)

wheres~ is the molecular-speed ratio of there-emitted stream.
Then the re-emission drag cciefficient, based on the total
area of one side of the plane area; is

(A17)

In order to obtain an expression for s, which contains
measurable or calculable physicaI quantities it is necessary
to write an equation expressing an energy balance on the
body in question. For the case of an insulated cylinder, if
radiant energy exchange is neglected, only molecular ener-
gies are involved and the incident molecukr energy can be
equated to the re-emitted molecular energy. To write an
energy balance eqtiation for a transverse cylinder, it is
assumed that the cmergybalance is maintained for the cylin-
der as a whoIe and not for individual ekments of the cylinder.
This means, essentially, that the cylinder has a uniform
temperature, circumferentially. The total incident molecu-
lar energy on the cylinder is, for a rnonatomic gas,

2rLP
E,=— [s“2x(8’+ #)de+4@P fJ J 1

“2x’(8~+#’)d@(A18)
o

The total molecular enmgy emitted from the cylinder surface
is

‘r=22i;:(r:xde+f’Ox’de)‘A1’)
The values of the integraIaare shown in appendix B to be

When Et and E, are equated from equations (A18) and
(A19) and the values of the in@rals are substituted, the
following result is obtained:

[ l=&(~+~)(A20’1 wz+z2)+4z’:5~gs

Therefore,

“=W=71)“““(A2
A similar analysis for the case of n diatomic gas whero the

incident molecular energy is

“=*@+’)r’’xd’+( 8’+’X’’dd+d+

< I“x+de+r’’x’*’del
(A22)

and the re-emission energy is

‘r=2::;r~(r’xde+r’x”o)‘A23’-
‘gives a value of 19Tof

Now, the tctd re-emission drag force acting on dA has bccg
ahown (cf., equation (A16)) to be -—

To obtain the total re-emission drag on a cylinder, equation
(A16) must be integrated over the cylinder surface, thus,

(A25)

Then, the re-emission drag coefficient based on tho pro-
jected cyIinder area is

(?., +’
r

(A26)

The final equation for @e ro-emission drag coefficien~for an
insulated cyh.nder in a rnonatomic gas stream is obtained by
using the relation s,= Up, and taking P, from equations
(A21) and (A24).

d ()zl(s’+?)+z~ s’+;
- cD,=g

2(Z, +22)
(ii27)

and, for an insulatad cylinder in a dia.tomicgas stream, m



APPENDIX B .

HEAT TRANSFERTO A TRANSVERSE_~AR CYLINDERIN FREE-MOLECULEImow

It has been shown (see Analysis) that an energy bal-
ance on a cylinder located in a stream of raonatomic gas
flowing with a velocity U perpendicular to the cyhnder ~
is expressed by

Equation (Bl) can be simplified by dividing through by
%TL and replacing n and n’ by their values from equations
(2) and (4), thus,

‘$(mU’–4kT.)
(J’’’+r’rde)+d:xmxm

W2’+’’+LW”)—EtT(TG4—Tt4)+Q=O (B2)

The integrals to be evaluated are

@33)

@34)

(B5)

(B6)

If the due of ‘ in equation (B3) is rep~aced by its defi-
nition (from Iist of symbols), equation (B3) becomes

J‘izp%h~a+&-Skf?+fi8sin @eTj(ssin 6)1d8 (B7)
o

The ~t km of this integraI can be e~aluated by setting

S=2Z and m“20=z

Then, dt?= –2 $26 snd the limits become

z=l when 8=0

z = —1 when 19=~

Thus We Cm write

-Now, by detition (cf., equation (11), p. 46, reference 18),
the modified Bessel function of order n can be written as

os1

- l“(Z)=J%&l/2)] :‘ -I ‘-fl–z9’’-l”d’‘g)

Then

and since

the first term of integral (B3) becomes

The second term (cf., equation @7)) is .

The third tarm of equation (B7) is

which can be integrated by parts. Let

qf($ sin6)=U

and
sin edt)=dv

Then

and
u= —Cose

(B1O

(B1l)

Then, the integd becomes - ..

& [–COS 8 e?f(s sin 8)]:’2+2s’~2cos’ ee-”’~z’d~

(3312)

The bracketed term of equation (B12) is zero, Ieatig the
second term yet ta be evaluated. Make the substitutions

~os’ ~=l+cos u

2

s.’ ~= 1—Cos”u

!2

and, repIacing limits

9=0 U=o
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(B13)

IntegraI (B13) becomes, when substituting Z=COS u and
changing limits,

~ae-z 1 pJ #e-z 1 ~psa

T
— dz+T

s
—— dz

-1 ~E~ -141 —i# --

‘$ ’-82’2[W+W)1 ‘B”)

which is obtained by integding the end te~ of (B14)
by parts and substituting equation @9). Then, the final
vfdue for integral (B3) is .- —-

(B15)

BTow, integrals (B4), @5), and (B6). contaig only tmma
which can be evaluated by the methods shown above by
which integd (B3) was evaluated. The results me

(B16)

(B17)

(B18)

In order to eliminate an excessive amount of writing, new
variables are defined as follows:

(B19)()Z1=re-’’lOIO ~

[ G)+’’G)1 ‘B20
&= =S2~-821’I

Values of the dimensionless variables Z1 am.1& wem corn-
puted from the tables of BesseI functions in referenco 19.
Then, equation (B? 1) is obtained by substitution of equations
(B15) to (B20) into eqtiation (B2).

~(mU2–4kTC)(&+z)+

“fflm@z’+:~)-’”(T’-)+Q=O‘“)
If mv~2/2=kT, kTN=p, and s= V/v~ arc substitutwl into
equation (B21), the following equation results:

2 ;(Z+Z)- [z@’+2)+zi (8’+;)]+

~~ [eu(Tc’– T,’)– Qj=O

-whichis the final energy exchange equrdion for a monatomic
gas. & identicd treatment of equation (13) for a clia
gas give.

3 ; (z+zJ–[z1(8’+3)+za
( .)17+82+5

:a [eu(’’c’–T$)–.Q]=O

omit

The groups j(~) =Zi (s’+ 3) +Z2 (S2 + ~), g(s)= 3 (~+a,

~0(s)=z(s2+2)+z9 (s’+:), and gO(S)=2 (ZI+~) ar~ tab-

ulated in the following t.abl&

8
——

0.2
.4
.6

i;
L2
L4
?CJ::

ao
2.2
24
2..6
‘.X.
3.0 ,
3.2
3.4
&6
8.8
4.0
4.2

;1
4.a

:]

;:
-

#(d

I

—.

,

-.



APPENDIX C

TEE DRAG DUE TO IMPINGING MOMENTUM ON A TRANSVERSECYLINDERIN FREE-MOLECUIJlF’LOW

Tlm differmt.ial momentum imparted, by the impact of impinging molecuIes, to the front and rear sides of
located in a free-molecule flow field is (cf., references 1, 2, and 3)

J–-J–-J–M

In equation (cl), l., /,, lSare the cosines of the angle between
the coordinate axes and the direction of the momentum
force. Now-Iet 6 be the angle of attack of the element, that
is, the angle between the mass velocity ~ and the plane of
the plate. Then the drag force is in the direction of ~ and
the following relations can be derived:

LG=U Sk e lz=sin 8

U,= –L7 Cos e [,= –(30s Q1 (C2)

U.=0 1.=0

Then, integration of ecluation (Cl) and substitution of the
reIations of equation (C2) yield

2sinoerf(’sk’)(1+*)3A“’)
It is remarkable that a purely analytic solution for this type
flow leads to a simple equation of the type of (C.13)in -which
the bracketed term is a dimensionless function of moIeculsr
speed ratio and which may be interpreted as an ordinary drag
coefficient.

k order to obtain the drag force on a transverse cylinder
due to impinging momentum, equation (C3), mbich was
derived for an elemental plane area, must be integrated over
the surface of the cylinder. TO this end, dA is written as

dA=rLd9 (C4)

Then, for the cyhnder, the impinging drag force is

“’=2’’(WTK=’2’+-
2skee’f’ss4+*)ld8 ‘C5)

This integraI can be evaluated by the methods shown in
appendix B. The fired value for the drag force due to
impinging molecules is

..—
a body

.——-

(Cl)

. -=
(C6)

Thus, there results from eqyation (C6) an impinging drag
coefficient based on the projected area of the cylinder, which
has the -due

(C7)

-.
L
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